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By Dennis Knight 

August 4, 2054 
A Special Report to Readers of Earth Discombobulated 
Dear Subscribers:    

 I have never before concerned you with reports of extra-terrestrials or UFO’s, but I have recently 
uncovered irrefutable proof that in the year 1958 we actually were invaded by a form alien to Earth. 
Further, our world governments have kept it from us, the lonely dissenters to their New World Order.  

 The evidence is in the obscure notes of one Shelby F. Wooley, who gave an account of the event on 
an obscure plastic disk I found in the trunk of my great grandmother, who in 1958 was fifteen years old. 
Yes, the conspiracy was well underway even then.   

 I took my find to the Institute of Infernally Eternal Ignorance, where the librarian located in a back 
room an antiquated, wired, rotating device to play out the report in audio. Wooley detailed it in the 
ornate language of his century. “Well I saw the thing comin’ out of the sky. It had one long horn, one big 
eye. I commenced to shakin’ and I said ‘ooh-eee’, it looks like a purple people eater to me.” 

 Portraying the visitor unkindly as a cyclopic, winged unicorn, Wooley declared over and over again, 
“A one-eyed, one-horned, flying purple people eater. Sure looks strange to me. One eye?”   

 He pleaded for his life, and was answered in a gruff voice, “I wouldn't eat you ‘cuz you're so tough.” 
The helpful and informative PPE advised that, while he was currently occupied with eating purple 
people, his goal in life was to find employment in a rock and roll band.  

 Now we all know the threat rock and roll music is to the New World Order, to which Wooley 
obviously subscribed, because his reaction was shocked, “Well bless my soul, rock and roll, flying purple 
people eater!”  Wooley then hurled insults, calling him pigeon-toed and undergrowed.  

 When our unrepentant and undeterred hero appeared on a television show, Mr. Wooley bemoaned, 
“He was blowing it out, a'really knockin' em dead, playin' rock and roll music through the horn in his 
head.”   

 There are code words running through that tells me the recording was actually a report to the 
powers-that-be of this threat to the New World Order. Nothing else can be made of references like, “We 
wear short shorts,” “We like short shorts,” and finally, “I like short shorts.”  It sure sounds strange to me 
and it obviously was meant for the CIA, the IRS, Switzerland and other players in the conspiracy. The 
single encryption that proves this to me is “a-boop-boop-aboopa-lopa-lum-bam- boom.”  

 Fellow rockers take heed or we will soon find our planet has been recombobulated into a new order 
and rock and roll will be forever banned. Get the compelling details now by subscribing today at 
www.keepusdiscombulated.com. $129.95 gets you a lifetime subscription. Watch for future newsletters 
with details of more disks encrypted with worrisome lines like, “It was an itsy bitsy teenie weenie yellow 
polka dot bikini”, or another one, even more cryptic, uttered by a witch doctor, “Ooo-ee, oo-ah-ah, ting-
tang, walla-walla-bing-bang!”  Note the exclamation point.  
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